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Online Horoscope Prediction - (XYZ Kumar) 
Date of Birth : November 2, 1988 /
Time of Birth : 5:10 AM /
Place of Birth : Gaya,Bihar,India

 Report Introduction

ife is a mixture of favorable and unfavorable turn of events, which generate sorrow or happiness. Nobody is perfect and the birth chart
shows us the ways and means of continuing to strive to wards perfection. Life itself is a maze of the unknown, but there is always a bright

ray, which navigates during the rough times.

The core understanding of personality and behavior is derived from the Natal Chart, but it is supplemented by a �ner understanding of the effects
of the Birth Star or the Nakshatra that is associated with each planet in the Natal Chart. The three principle aspects that shape our personality
and behavior are the Natal Sun, the Natal Moon and the Ascendant, along with the Nakshatra that is associated with each.

This report will give you a comprehensive idea of what is your world within and help you in the process of improvement upon your own potential.

 Your Birth Chart

Nakshatra & Planet Table

he strengths of the planets and their potential to in�uence favorable or unfavorable events in life depend on the location of the planet, their
ruler ship of good or bad houses, which is determined by the individual Ascendant and their nature. It is further in�uenced by their special

status whether they are exalted, debilitated, retrograde or combust. The Ascendant determines whether a planet is functionally bene�c or male�c
for the chart as a whole.
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The Nakshatras are most commonly interpreted in relation to the moon's position in a chart. When the Moon occupies a speci�c Nakshatra, the
meaning of the Nakshatra modi�es what the planets represent in zodiac signs. 

We present the status of each planet in your Natal Chart, in the table below. 

Planets Location Sign House
Rulership
House

Natural
Status

Functional
Status

Special
Status

Nakshatras

Sun LIBRA I 11 Male�c Inauspicious Debilitated Swati

Moon CANCER X 10 Bene�c Neutral Own Sign Ashlesha

Mars PISCES VI 2,7 Male�c Inauspicious Great Friend Uttarabhadra

Mercury VIRGO XII 9,12 Bene�c Auspicious Own Sign Chitra

Jupiter TAURUS VIII 3,6 Bene�c Inauspicious Great Enemy Rohini

Venus VIRGO XII 1,8 Bene�c Auspicious Debilitated Uttara Phalguni

Saturn SAGITTARIUS III 4,5 Male�c
Most
Auspicious

Enemy Moola

Rahu AQUARIUS V -- Male�c
Most
Auspicious

Great Friend Satabhisha

Ketu LEO XI -- Male�c Inauspicious Neutral
Poorva
Phalguni

Ascendant Sign Prediction

What is Ascendant ?

The Ascendent or Lagna is the rising sign. Lagna means attached to the earths horizon line. This is for the time and location of a
speci�c chart. This signature is very important and is almost a miniature biography of the person under analysis. It gives a very
vital overall outline of the qualities of the chart being interpreted.

Your ascendant is LIBRA

Libra is the positive sign of Venus. As sign number 7, it gives leadership, power and command of ideas. Libra individuals have a
strong sense of harmony, justice and balance, particularly in the realms of ideas. They are sensitive, humanitarian, excitable and
hence the power to arouse and in�uence the masses. Their orientation is often political, in which sphere they often become
leaders. They like fame and recognition and seek an audience for their ideas. Librans are usually attractive and have a charisma
that may become sexual. They are much concerned with love with home and family, but under the rule of Venus, they do like to
have beauty around them. With their sociable nature, they are often successful and want to make a mark upon the world. They
like business situation that give them administrative power or ability to in�uence others; yet they can loose themselves in their
goals and projects. A Libran soul will seek business where there is beauty and aesthetics dominated by Venus and where he can
seek power and administrative control over the masses. On the negative side, a Libra can become emotionally unstable and get
lost in indecision as well. Many of them suffer due to choice of wrong life partner since they are too much in a hurry to formalize
their romantic alliance.

 Your Ascendant Nakshatra
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he Nakshatra of your Natal Ascendant is Chitra 

Keyword: Brilliant
Symbol: A pearl or gem, or a shinning lamp
Presiding Deity: Twastri or Vishwarkarma
Dasa of Ruling Planet: 7 Years of Mars 

Favourable 
You will be artistic. All forms of art will interest you but physical form of art will allure you the most. Some of you may even make
good sculptors, painters or other forms of art. You will be suave, elegant, well dressed and digni�ed. Subjects related to the mind
like philosophy, psychology or even sociology will interest you vastly. You will be well read and well educated as well. You will be
good at blending the �ner aspects of life with the mundane and practicalities of everyday. There will be a call of the unknown in
your soul and this aspect may take many of you into unknown lands. You will appreciate all kinds of beautiful things including the
beauty of sensual things. Some of you may go into architecture and achieve name and fame. The search for the perfect will
always open doors to new opportunities and success.

Unfavourable 
You may �nd yourself getting attracted to the members of the opposite sex who are beautiful. If this person has an aura of
innocence and helplessness, then you are lost for life. You care for excitement in bed that is of a different kind. This kind of
conjugal or romantic alliance may lead you to a bizarre kind of life style. Many of your good qualities may get lost and you can
become a critical and quarrelsome person. You may become irresponsible to family obligations and squander your wealth and
money.

 Sun sign Prediction

What is Sun sign ? 
This is the sign where your Sun is located. This prediction denotes the basic instincts or inclination that you may have all through
your life. The predictions given in this area will depend on the strength of your Sun, other astrological factors like house location,
aspect, cohabitation with other planets etc will give a more detailed and accurate picture. 

Your Sun sign is LIBRA 
The main characteristic in your nature is judgment and analysis. You analyze every situation in its minute details before deriving
any conclusion from it. This quality of yours will always make you take a stand in favor of just causes. However, another
important trait in your character is your peace loving nature and your general apathy to take on any hassles.

Thus, sometimes you will compromise with injustice and wrong doings for the sake of peace and harmony. This quality of yours
will give you great social skill and social acceptability. Justice and harmony will be the two major driving forces in all your actions,
whatever, may be your vocation, you would always strive to achieve equality with justice and thereby increase happiness for
everybody as much as possible.

You will have a natural talent to acquire and absorb any new body of knowledge by your strong analytical power. If circumstances
are favorable, you may devote your entire life to research and academic pursuit, even if circumstances are not favorable for
pursuit of academic research in your life, you will still display a great scienti�c and analytical bent of mind. You will have de�nite
opinion about everything and as a result, there will never be any hesitation in any of your actions or thought. Because of your
analytical power, you will have a great sense of perspective and vision about future.

At some stage in your life, you may develop great spiritual and also intuitive power. Thus, if you consciously develop this part of
your nature, you may achieve spectacular spiritual success in your life.

However, because of your strong scienti�c temper and reliance only on physical evidences, you may ignore some of the
supernatural and extrasensory experiences in your life and you may not cultivate these traits at all and people will not usually
realize your stray perceptive power.

The main weakness in your character is your love for peace and comfort. You just cannot stand disharmony or differences, as a
result for the sake of peace and pleasure, you will often compromise on your principles and you may also be swept away by your
desire to pursue sensual pleasure even at the cost of every other interest in your life. However, as and when you will realize futility
of such meaningless pursuits, you will be able to put a brake and make proper course corrections in your life.

As already mentioned, you will have a de�nite opinion on every thing and you will be willing to change them only if somebody can
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convince you through cold logic and rational arguments.

You will generally be very polished and will have sophisticated manners. Deep down your heart, you will be more concerned with
inner joy than be grati�ed with purely material and sensual pleasures. You will have a slightly egoistic streak in your nature but by
and large you will believe in fair play and justice.

Your Sun is located in 1 house 
You would be charming, alluring and attractive as a mate. Giving the bene�t of doubt to others would be your hallmark. A lenient
approach would be your plus point and would give support and solace to others in need as well as help the less fortunate people.
Nonetheless you would give in too much and lack motivation and avoid responsibilities. You are likely to play both sides and over
indulge in pleasures. In spite of having such wonderful qualities, please note that your Sun is debilitated and this would mean a
weakness of personality. Kidney ailments, lower back pain, sexual weaknesses, headaches etc. are likely to be among your
primary medical problems.

This is an unfortunate signature and is especially bad as it means a slow or troubled start in life. Sun as the main ray in whom all
other planet rays thrive, can mean a general lack luster life, mediocre and ordinary. It is not a good signature as it is very bad for
con�dence and self-esteem. You may have to �ght an uphill struggle for self-love or self-acceptance. There may be health
problems and poor eyesight. Blood related disease may be a high possibility. You will be often accused and may be charged in
court cases if other indications agree. This is not a favorable signature for father also. Your childhood may not have been upto
the mark.

Your Sun sign element 
Air signs bring our planetary energies into the realm of change, ideals and communication. It can bring in sensitivity, a rare sense
of balance and cheerfulness in existence. Joy of life is a key factor that drives air sign persons towards a life of ful�llment. On the
higher level, it brings wisdom and humanity; on the lower level it can create confusion and unrealistic approach to life. Air sign
persons can relate easily to people but can become bored and uninterested just as easily unless there is something more than
just mundane matters. Their emotions are just as changeable as they are.

 Your Sun Nakshatra

he Nakshatra of your Natal Sun is Swati 

Keyword: The Good Goer
Symbol: A sword
Presiding Deity: Vayu (Wind)
Dasa of Ruling Planet: 18 Years of Rahu 

Favourable 
You are of gentle nature. Finer things of life affect your mind. You do not like rash and loud persons. You are more concerned about the welfare of
others than your own. You love animals and treat the just as you would any other human being. You are cautious and almost never indulge in
impulsive activities. Most of you are extremely intelligent but it is not something that is apparent to all. You are a quiet person and do not interfere
into anything unless asked to. You would gladly give your life for a good cause or work day and night in a humanitarian organization. Some of you
do well in associations like The Red Cross or WHO etc. Your vision goes beyond personal grati�cation, the entire world is your home and your true
evolution emerges if you are involved in social or charitable activities. You are careful while choosing your mate as physical attraction alone does
not satisfy your need for partner in life. 

Unfavourable 
You may incur debts for others. You may fail to consider the true implication of it on your personal life. Family life may become stressful with too
many failed responsibilities on your part. You do not like any kind commotion in life. At times of real crisis at home you may fail to save the
situation. You may suppress your sexual desires and maintain a double standard in these matters. All things considered, conjugal life may
become dissatisfying and dull. There may be a lack of proper understanding at home. Other people may take advantage of your naivety.

 Moon Sign Prediction
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What is Moon sign ? 
This is the sign where your Moon is located. This prediction denotes the basic instincts or inclination that you may have all
through your life and display them in many ways to the world at large. The predictions given in this area will depend on the
strength of your Moon, other astrological factors like house location, aspect, cohabitation with other planets etc will give a more
detailed and accurate picture.

Your Moon is located in CANCER 
Persons born under the Cancer Moon Sign are tall with big eyes and quick gait. You tend to stoop while walking. You will be
considerably in�uenced by the opposite sex. Occult sciences, water (sea, river, lake etc.), gardens will have a special attraction for
you.

But you are in danger of falling from a high place, or drowning or meeting with an accident. You should beware of �re also. You
will make many good friends, amass considerable wealth and own many houses.

You will love being �attered. You will be interested in �ne arts as music, painting and poetry. But you will have an antagonistic
attitude towards people of lower class. You will improve you status through your own efforts. People having Moon in Leo, Gemini
or Virgo will be friendly towards you.

The characteristics of a Cancer Moon Sign can be summarized as follows: agreeable; sympathetic; follows the path of least
resistance, travels, cooks, collects antiques; encounters great obstacles.

Your Moon is located in 10 house 
You will have great emotional strength. Your sensitivity will be a great boon to your partner or spouse. Love and romance will be
your plus point where there will be �delity as well. You will have great affection for your object of desire and will remain faithful
always. If you are a man, women may often in�uence you. It may become di�cult for you to answer in negative to the members
of the fairer sex. This may become an issue in your otherwise blissful love life.

You will be a virtuous individual. Your intelligence will be more than ordinary and you will enjoy the expertise in diverse �elds. It
will give you a wavering mind and may create confusion while choosing your career path. You may have many changes in
vocation but will not suffer in the course of them. You will travel a lot and enjoy a wealthy and comfortable life. You would not
appreciate aggressive and dominating kind of life partner. You may be soft spoken but will have strong likes and dislikes of your
own.
The Sun dwells within the hearts of all of us as our inner light, our main life force that sustains other forces. Without this inner
light no enlightenment of any kind can be possible. There may be obstacles in the path of this ray, which create shadows of
ignorance. It is most important to know how is the status of your Sun and if it is obstructed in any way.

Moon is the perception that comes through the light of enlightenment. It is the effect while Sun is the cause. Pt is the planet that
governs our mind and takes us forward with understanding and contentment. It is the soothing effect of.... 

Your Moon sign element 
Water signs bring our planetary energies into the realm of feelings and emotions. It is a strong initiator of love, affection and
attachment. Water sign persons are often intuitive and the mind becomes a connector that usually causes a seeking of regard
and recognition. Feelings and emotional connection becomes the key factor that nourishes and strengthens the existence. Hence
water sign persons take longer to relate to another human being as emotional ful�llment often take the primary position in their
perspective. On the higher level, this alienation makes the mind seek spiritual relationship and the higher cause.

 Your Moon Nakshatra

he Zodiac is a circle of light and hence has no beginning or end. The Zodiac is marked by 27 Nakshatras or Constellations. Each Zodia sign
is peculiar in its own way. Each house is in a certain Zodiac sign and is ruled by a certain planet. The Nakshatra or the Birth Star also affects

the signs, under which they appear. Just as each Zodiac sign has its own characteristic, no two persons belonging to the same sign can display
same traits. There are other aspects affecting the characteristic and one such, a very important factor, is the Constellation.

The Nakshatra of your Natal Moon is Aslesha 

Keyword: The Entwiner
Symbol: A coiled snake, circle, or a wheel
Presiding Deity: Sarps (Celestial Sankes)
Dasa of Ruling Planet: 17 Years of Mercury 



Favourable 
You would be versatile and clever by nature. Survival may never be a problem for you as you will be deft in the ways of the world. You will also be
clever enough to change your way of living easily enough should the situation demand it. You will have leadership qualities and will motivate
those around you to accomplish great success personally or as apart of a team. You will also gain wealth if you put your mind to it. In a nutshell,
you will put great energy into things that interest you and achieve success as well. On the higher level, you will also be capable of transforming
your life and bene�t from spiritual work.

Unfavourable 
You may become unscrupulous; indifferent in your attitude and impolite as well. Your impulsive activities may make you unpopular and isolated.
You may lack social skills and may not like any kind of statutory rule or regulation. There may be a hoarding mentality and may be secretive about
something. There will be well wishers around you but you may fail to appreciate and suffer from lack of gratitude. Your actions may be
fragmented and ineffective.

 Vimshottari Mahadasha Table

MERCURY
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  MERCURY      
  KETU      
  VENUS      
  SUN   02-Nov-1988   02-Feb-1989
  MOON   02-Feb-1989   05-Jul-1990
  MARS   05-Jul-1990   02-Jul-1991
  RAHU   02-Jul-1991   18-Jan-1994
  JUPITER   18-Jan-1994   25-Apr-1996
  SATURN   25-Apr-1996   03-Jan-1999

KETU
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  KETU   03-Jan-1999   01-Jun-1999
  VENUS   01-Jun-1999   31-Jul-2000
  SUN   31-Jul-2000   06-Dec-2000
  MOON   06-Dec-2000   07-Jul-2001
  MARS   07-Jul-2001   03-Dec-2001
  RAHU   03-Dec-2001   21-Dec-2002
  JUPITER   21-Dec-2002   27-Nov-2003
  SATURN   27-Nov-2003   05-Jan-2005
  MERCURY   05-Jan-2005   03-Jan-2006

VENUS
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  VENUS   03-Jan-2006   04-May-2009
  SUN   04-May-2009   04-May-2010
  MOON   04-May-2010   03-Jan-2012
  MARS   03-Jan-2012   04-Mar-2013
  RAHU   04-Mar-2013   03-Mar-2016
  JUPITER   03-Mar-2016   02-Nov-2018
  SATURN   02-Nov-2018   01-Jan-2022
  MERCURY   01-Jan-2022   01-Nov-2024
  KETU   01-Nov-2024   03-Jan-2026

SUN
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  SUN   03-Jan-2026   23-Apr-2026
  MOON   23-Apr-2026   23-Oct-2026
  MARS   23-Oct-2026   28-Feb-2027
  RAHU   28-Feb-2027   23-Jan-2028
  JUPITER   23-Jan-2028   10-Nov-2028
  SATURN   10-Nov-2028   23-Oct-2029
  MERCURY   23-Oct-2029   30-Aug-2030



SUN
  Antar   Beginning   Ending

  KETU   30-Aug-2030   05-Jan-2031
  VENUS   05-Jan-2031   03-Jan-2032

MOON

  Antar   Beginning   Ending

  MOON   03-Jan-2032   03-Nov-2032
  MARS   03-Nov-2032   04-Jun-2033
  RAHU   04-Jun-2033   04-Dec-2034
  JUPITER   04-Dec-2034   04-Apr-2036
  SATURN   04-Apr-2036   03-Nov-2037
  MERCURY   03-Nov-2037   05-Apr-2039
  KETU   05-Apr-2039   04-Nov-2039
  VENUS   04-Nov-2039   05-Jul-2041
  SUN   05-Jul-2041   03-Jan-2042

MARS
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  MARS   03-Jan-2042   01-Jun-2042
  RAHU   01-Jun-2042   19-Jun-2043
  JUPITER   19-Jun-2043   25-May-2044
  SATURN   25-May-2044   04-Jul-2045
  MERCURY   04-Jul-2045   01-Jul-2046
  KETU   01-Jul-2046   27-Nov-2046
  VENUS   27-Nov-2046   27-Jan-2048
  SUN   27-Jan-2048   03-Jun-2048
  MOON   03-Jun-2048   03-Jan-2049

RAHU
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  RAHU   03-Jan-2049   16-Sep-2051
  JUPITER   16-Sep-2051   08-Feb-2054
  SATURN   08-Feb-2054   15-Dec-2056
  MERCURY   15-Dec-2056   04-Jul-2059
  KETU   04-Jul-2059   21-Jul-2060
  VENUS   21-Jul-2060   21-Jul-2063
  SUN   21-Jul-2063   14-Jun-2064
  MOON   14-Jun-2064   14-Dec-2065

  MARS   14-Dec-2065   03-Jan-2067

JUPITER
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  JUPITER   03-Jan-2067   20-Feb-2069
  SATURN   20-Feb-2069   03-Sep-2071
  MERCURY   03-Sep-2071   09-Dec-2073
  KETU   09-Dec-2073   15-Nov-2074
  VENUS   15-Nov-2074   16-Jul-2077
  SUN   16-Jul-2077   04-May-2078
  MOON   04-May-2078   03-Sep-2079
  MARS   03-Sep-2079   09-Aug-2080
  RAHU   09-Aug-2080   03-Jan-2083

SATURN
  Antar   Beginning   Ending
  SATURN   03-Jan-2083   05-Jan-2086
  MERCURY   05-Jan-2086   14-Sep-2088
  KETU   14-Sep-2088   24-Oct-2089
  VENUS   24-Oct-2089   23-Dec-2092
  SUN   23-Dec-2092   05-Dec-2093
  MOON   05-Dec-2093   06-Jul-2095
  MARS   06-Jul-2095   14-Aug-2096
  RAHU   14-Aug-2096   21-Jun-2099
JUPITER 21 Jun 2099 03 Jan 2102
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 Planetary Mahadasha Prediction

he Dasha Vichar or planetary periods of Vedic Astrology provide a unique and comprehensive system for judging the effects of planets
throughout the development in our life. They are the most accurate system for showing how the planets distribute their effects through time

and the different stages of our lives.A particular Planet becomes more effective during its Main period/Sub period. 

Main period of Mercury from Wednesday November 2, 1988 till Sunday January 3, 1999

You may feel detached, old emotional issues may haunt you. You may go off to a long journey without any clear purpose or
objective. You should de�nitely watch on your expenditure. However this will be good time to clear off some old outstanding. A
spiritual journey will bring about an inner liberation.

Main period of Ketu from Sunday January 3, 1999 till Tuesday January 3, 2006

This is the time to en- cash your opportunities. Your long pending desires in different areas of your life are about to be ful�lled. Be
visible and be active in your networking as you never know from where the opportunity will strike you. Cash �ow is likely to
improve but be prudent and careful in the manner you disburse your fund.

Main period of Venus from Tuesday January 3, 2006 till Saturday January 3, 2026

You may feel detached, old emotional issues may haunt you. You may go off to a long journey without any clear purpose or
objective. You should de�nitely watch on your expenditure. However this will be good time to clear off some old outstanding. A
spiritual journey will bring about an inner liberation.

Main period of Sun from Saturday January 3, 2026 till Saturday January 3, 2032

You have to assert yourself. You will now have clarity on who you are and how you will give shape to strategic purpose of your
life. You should focus on your personal issues like your career, health, and how you will express yourself to the world at large.
Energy level should be high. Time to act and to express. Avoid impatience,anger and impulsive behavior. Be self concerned but do
not be sel�sh.

Main period of Moon from Saturday January 3, 2032 till Friday January 3, 2042

This is the time to take proactive action to improve your career or business. Update your resume. Do not hesitate to promote
yourself or your achievement. Good time to change your job for the better. Corporate recognition or support from government for
your career may be available now. However, keep your ego in check. Do not change for the sake of change only. You must not
only consider compensation but during this troubled year; job security and stability should also be a matter of serious
consideration.

Main period of Mars from Friday January 3, 2042 till Sunday January 3, 2049

You must confront your enemies. You cannot ignore the di�culties or obstacles that you are facing in pursuit of your day to day
life either in your work front or in your personal life. You have to be more aggressive to overcome such obstacles in life. You can
raise a loan to get temporary relief in your �nancial problems. You can employ new people to help you. Take care of your health.
Time to get a complete medical check up.

Main period of Rahu from Sunday January 3, 2049 till Monday January 3, 2067

You can be at your creative best during this time. Your mind is sharp and your intellect can be truly focused to give shape to your
strategic dreams. Can be most favorable for love and romance. Children will be a source of joy. Avoid risky speculation or
gambling. If the market is down , you should know that you cannot bear it; so avoid. Do not take your loved ones for granted.

Main period of Jupiter from Monday January 3, 2067 till Sunday January 3, 2083

It is your tryst with the unknown and the unexpected. This is the time for Karmic rewards or Karmic punishments over which we
have no control. This may not be the best of times. Unexpected setbacks on health, �nance and career. You must be ready with
your resources and reserves on all fronts in your life to confront anything. This is a good time for long meditation retreat or health

  JUPITER   21-Jun-2099   03-Jan-2102
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treatment. If there are unexpected gains accept it with all humility. 

Main period of Saturn from Sunday January 3, 2083 till Tuesday January 3, 2102

You are now determined to pursue new desires and to take new initiatives to pursue such desires. You are likely to take new
initiatives to form partnerships whether in your personal life or in your professional life. Avoid con�icts with younger siblings or
with friends even if you do not see eye to eye with them. Do not communicate anything in writing when you are angry. Carefully
plan any short distance travel.

 Remedy Recommendation

Remedy Recommendation For Present

According to your Vedic horoscope currently you are going through the sub period of Saturn in the main period of Venus till
Saturday January 3, 2026.

Planet VENUS is debilitated in your birth chart. Therefore, wearing a Planetary Yantra for Venus would be the most suitable
remedy for you during the whole main period of VENUS.

Remedy Recommendation For Life Time

According to your birth chart Planet Venus is The Lord of AscendantTherefore, Planetary Yantra for Venus will be the most
suitable remedy for you during the whole main period of Venus .

 Our Advice

e highly recommend you to try your Personalized Horoscope Chart Report which is based on your birth chart, where an astrologer will let
you know the unabridged version of the possibilities displayed by the planets in your horoscope. Get your Own Report Now!
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